
Date in Foster Home

01/03/2022

Hound Information

Registered Name

UX Justified

Call Name

Justified

Date of Birth

08/01/2018

Gender

Male

Color

Black Brindle

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

Yes the third



Comes When Called

No

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

No

Method of Correction

“Ah” loudly with snap. Sometimes a tap in the ribs.

Small Dog Safe

Yes

Cat Safe

Yes

Good With Young Children

Yes



Turn Out Routine

Morning immediately, after I get home from work coming out of the crate immediately (8-9 hours),

twenty minutes after eating in crate, right before bed.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

Dumpster diver. Not really for food, just ridiculously curious.

Stairs

Perfect

Floors

No problems (hard wood, polished concrete, laminate)

Counters

Not a surfer

When is the hound crated?

● 8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

Very well. Snuggles up all the way in the back.



What does the hound enjoy?

PEOPLE. The ultimate Velcro boy. Always underfoot.   Some treats when not stressed or unsure

(liver treats, trachea, lung)  Mounting did lower on the pecking order (discovered last night at the

meet and greet)

Does the hound have any fears?

Not yet. Loud cars, storms, sirens, kitchen gadgets, shopping noises (carts etc) all good.  He is still

a little concerned about reflective surfaces but it seems like he’s figuring those out slowly.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Easy going, go-with-the-flow kinda guy. Super Velcro, but still ok on a work day alone. Confident

enough to handle the bossy boys very well.

How does the hound handle new situations?

Unsure at first but warms up with time. Still curious in new situations, so certainly not timid.

What type of food are you currently using?

Purina pro salmon

Amount of AM feeding

2

Amount of PM feeding

3


